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Market Commentary 

June 27, 2016 
 

Dear Investors: 

SURPRISE! Britain is leaving the European Union (EU) after 40 years of membership. 

Last Thursday, almost three-fourths of voters in Britain – about 30 million people, according to the BBC – 

cast ballots to determine whether the United Kingdom would remain in  

the EU. By a slim margin, the British people opted out. 

Early Friday, Reuters reported on the immediate and potential repercussions of the decision: 

“Britain has voted to leave the European Union, forcing the resignation of Prime Minister David Cameron 

and dealing the biggest blow since World War II to the European project  

of forging greater unity. Global financial markets plunged on Friday...The British pound fell as much as 10 

percent against the dollar to levels last seen in 1985…The euro slid  

3 percent…World stocks saw more than $2 trillion wiped off their value, with indices across Europe 

heading for their sharpest one-day drops ever…The United Kingdom itself could  

now break apart, with the leader of Scotland – where nearly two-thirds of voters wanted to stay in the EU – 

saying a new referendum on independence from the rest of Britain was  

‘highly likely.’ ” 

U.S. stock markets dropped sharply, too. Barron’s reported markets’ response to the British exit (Brexit) 

didn’t indicate the bull market in America was over. Citing a report  

from Morgan Stanley, the publication noted American companies generate 70 percent of revenues 

domestically, which means U.S. stocks are less susceptible to the vagaries of  

international events than those of many other countries. That may make U.S. stock markets attractive to 

investors. 

During the next few weeks, as the immediate and extreme response to the news settles and investors realize 

little will change immediately, the world should gain a better  

understanding of the ways in which Brexit will affect Britain and everyone else. 

 

WHAT HAPPENS NOW? It seems likely the British government will spend the next few weeks or 

months developing a strategy for its departure from the EU. 
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Right off the bat, the British need to put a new leader in place. Prime Minister David Cameron resigned 

after his side lost Thursday’s vote. Cameron’s comments suggest he does  

not plan to invoke Article 50. He indicated the new Prime Minister should be responsible for initiating the 

process. 

Article 50 is a clause in the Lisbon Treaty describing the legal process a country must follow to notify the 

European Union it intends to withdraw. Once notification is  

delivered, there is a two-year window to complete negotiations. Any extension of negotiations requires the 

agreement of all EU members, according to The Guardian. 

Once they’ve given notice, the U.K. will have to negotiate the terms of its exit from the EU and establish 

the terms of its future relationship with the group. According to the  

International Monetary Fund (IMF), the nation also will need to renegotiate trade relationships with 60 or 

so non-EU countries where its trade is currently guided by EU  

agreements. 

No one can be certain how Britain’s economy will be affected as the nation determines its new position in 

the world’s pecking order. However, The Economist reported on two  

possible futures, as set forth by the IMF: 

“In the first scenario, Britain quickly agrees on a new trade deal with the EU; in the second, the 

negotiations are more protracted and Britain eventually settles for basic  

World Trade Organization rules. In the first scenario, sterling depreciates by 5 percent. GDP growth slips 

to 1.4 percent in 2017 and unemployment rises slightly…In the second  

scenario, Britain falls into recession next year. Unemployment hits about 7 percent by 2018, up from 

around 5 percent now (during the financial crisis it peaked at 8.5 percent).  

Real wages will stagnate, mainly because of high inflation. Surprisingly, Britain’s trade balance will move 

into a small surplus, thanks not to the dynamism of exporters but  

‘because demand for imported goods plunges due to exchange-rate depreciation and reduced 

consumption.’ ” 

In a victory speech, Boris Johnson, former Mayor of London, Brexit supporter, and a favorite to become 

the next Prime Minister, said: 

“In voting to leave the EU, it is vital to stress there is no need for haste…There is no need to invoke Article 

50…We have a glorious opportunity to pass our laws and set our  

taxes entirely according to the needs of the U.K.; we can control our borders in a way that is not 

discriminatory but fair and balanced and take the wind out of the sails of the  

extremists and those who would play politics with immigration.” 

EU leaders appear to have a different timetable in mind than recommended by Cameron and Johnson. In a 

joint statement, Martin Schulz, President of the European Parliament,  

Donald Tusk, President of the European Council, Mark Rutte, Holder of the Presidency of the Council of 

the EU, Jean-Claude Juncker, President of the European Commission, said: 

“We now expect the United Kingdom government to give effect to this decision of the British people as 

soon as possible, however painful that process may be…we hope to have [the  

U.K.] as a close partner of the European Union in the future. We expect the United Kingdom to formulate 

its proposals in this respect. Any agreement, which will be concluded  
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with the United Kingdom as a third country, will have to reflect the interests of both sides and be balanced 

in terms of rights and obligations.” 

Will this be the glorious opportunity promised by the leaders of the ‘leave’ side or a tragic split as 

predicted by the ‘remain’ leaders? Much depends on when and what Britain  

negotiates with the EU. In the meantime, there is likely to be considerable economic uncertainty and some 

market volatility. 

Weekly Focus – Think About It 

Since the outcome of the referendum was announced, the top questions asked of Google in the U.K. have 

been: 

1. What does it mean to leave the EU? 

2. What is the EU? 

3. Which countries are in the EU? 

4. What will happen now that we’ve left the E.U? 

5. How many countries are in the EU? 

NPR opined that British voters seem to have given serious thought to the implications of their choices after 

the polls had closed. 

Best Regards, 

 

John Y. Kim, J.D., LL.M. 

President 

 

 P.S. Please feel free to forward this commentary to family, friends, or colleagues. If you would like us to 

add them to the list, please reply to this e-mail with their e-mail address and we will ask for their 

permission to be added.  
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* International investing involves special risks such as currency fluctuation and political instability and may not be suitable for all investors. 

* Government bonds and Treasury Bills are guaranteed by the U.S. government as to the timely payment of principal and interest and, if held to maturity, offer a 

fixed rate of  

return and fixed principal value. However, the value of fund shares is not guaranteed and will fluctuate. 

* Corporate bonds are considered higher risk than government bonds but normally offer a higher yield and are subject to market, interest rate and credit risk as 

well as  

additional risks based on the quality of issuer coupon rate, price, yield, maturity, and redemption features. 

* The Standard & Poor's 500 (S&P 500) is an unmanaged group of securities considered to be representative of the stock market in general. You cannot invest 

directly in this  
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index. 

* The Standard & Poor’s 500 (S&P 500) is an unmanaged index. Unmanaged index returns do not reflect fees, expenses, or sales charges. Index performance is 

not indicative of the  

performance of any investment. 

* The Dow Jones Global ex-U.S. Index covers approximately 95% of the market capitalization of the 45 developed and emerging countries included in the 

Index. 

* These views are those of Peak Advisor Alliance, and not the presenting Representative or the Representative’s Broker/Dealer, and should not be construed as 

investment advice. 

* This newsletter was prepared by Peak Advisor Alliance. Peak Advisor Alliance is not affiliated with the named broker/dealer. 

* The 10-year Treasury Note represents debt owed by the United States Treasury to the public. Since the U.S. Government is seen as a risk-free borrower, 

investors use the 10-  

year Treasury Note as a benchmark for the long-term bond market. 

* Gold represents the afternoon gold price as reported by the London Bullion Market Association. The gold price is set twice daily by the London Gold Fixing 

Company at 10:30 and  

15:00 and is expressed in U.S. dollars per fine troy ounce. 

* The Bloomberg Commodity Index is designed to be a highly liquid and diversified benchmark for the commodity futures market. The Index is composed of 

futures contracts on 19  

physical commodities and was launched on July 14, 1998. 

* The DJ Equity All REIT Total Return Index measures the total return performance of the equity subcategory of the Real Estate Investment Trust (REIT) 

industry as calculated by  

Dow Jones. 

* Yahoo! Finance is the source for any reference to the performance of an index between two specific periods. 

* Opinions expressed are subject to change without notice and are not intended as investment advice or to predict future performance. 

* Economic forecasts set forth may not develop as predicted and there can be no guarantee that strategies promoted will be successful. 

* Past performance does not guarantee future results. Investing involves risk, including loss of principal. 

* You cannot invest directly in an index. 

* Stock investing involves risk including loss of principal. 

* Consult your financial professional before making any investment decision. 
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